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THIS COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY PLAN SHOULD NOT BE INTERPRETED AS FINAL OR COMPLETE
STATEMENTS ON LAND USE, AND/OR THE RIGHT AND TITLE TO USE LAND WITHIN THE PLAN AREA,
NOR DOES IT LIMIT THE CONSIDERATION OF ADDITIONAL ANDS AT A FUTURE DATE AS PART OF
SEPARATE NEGOTIATION, CLAIM, AND/OR SETTLEMENT PROCESSES.
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Our Leaders speak…
K’ómoks First Nation Councillors Term 2013-2015
"Our vision for the future includes the success of our people through
economic development, culture, and protecting our land for future
generations. That vision involves careful planning and input from
our citizens, both young and old. Our CCP gives us that needed
blueprint for continued success for generations to come."
–Councillor Chief Rob Everson

“K’omoks CCP has so much potential. I believe that we all want
the same things that will make our community flourish.
We can create capacity and we can create economic opportunities.”
– Councillor Barb Mitchell
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Our Leaders speak…
K’ómoks First Nation Councillors Term 2013-2015
“A CCP is a way to create a path forward for communities by bringing together
the important elements of a successful future for our generations to come.
The CCP incorporates goals and objectives and ensures we all have the
opportunity to participate in the process and implementation.”
– Councillor Melissa Quocksister

“The CCP benefits K’ómoks First Nation by creating a voice
for K’ómoks First Nation members. This voice will then take shape as
community initiatives, a vision for the future, values for who we are as a
Nation, and care for our neighbors. The CCP pulls together the K’ómoks
First Nation members, governance, economic plans, and builds a bright
future for K’ómoks First Nations that honor our past.
– Councillor Ken Price
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Voices of the Future…
“CCP is having fun while learning about who
we are as a community. What we want the
future community to look like and how to
get to be that future community.”
– “Caelan McLean

“Everyone has a fair chance at a good future”
– Kim Webber
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“Build for the future, focus on the present,
learn from the past”
– Cheyenne Billy

“The CCP turns ideas into actions!”
– Nicolas Brown-Sherbrooke
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This Comprehensive Community Plan was created by members of the K’ómoks First Nation – by you and with the assistance
of your planning team, Alanna Mitchell & Pam Shaw. We would also like to acknowledge the hard work of previous
planning team members, Josh Frank and Pauline Engisch. In addition, a special Huy’ch’qa & Gila’kasla (thank you) goes to
Ken Price, who has completed all the mapping in this document. Also thanks to Melinda Knox, CEO and Band Manager, for
her support for this project.
From the intensive review of files and documents at the K’ómoks First Nation Administration Office, to our first home visits,
to meetings at the planning office in the portable and presentations at a wide range of events and gatherings, the planning
team has worked to make this a comprehensive document that honors the traditions and past and looks forward to a
brilliant future. We could not have assembled this Plan without your ideas, support and words of encouragement.

Gilakasla & Huy’ch’qa (thank you) to everyone
Gila’kasla & Huy’ch’qa also goes to Chief and Council and the leaders of our community. We also acknowledge the previous
Chief and Council - Chief Ernie Hardy and Councillors Stewart Hardy and Barb Mitchell - they initiated this project and have
remained as supporters every step along the way, offering their thoughts and ideas and seeking ways to move ideas into
action. Also we would like to say Gila’kasla & Huy’ch’qa to the K’ómoks First Nation staff, Treaty Team, and the Kwakiutl
District Council Health Centre staff for your support. Countless hours of your time were involved in helping us get started,
refining information, correcting us when we were off track and helping us along the way. Your guidance has been
invaluable, Gila’kasla & Huy’ch’qa for your patience.
Project funding was provided by the BC Capacity Initiative and INAC: Gila’kasla and Huy’ch’qa for your trust and confidence
in the K’ómoks First Nation and in this Comprehensive Community Plan.
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Executive Summary
The K’ómoks First Nation Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) process began in March 2011.
As part of the Treaty process it became clear that a guiding document was needed to pull together the ideas and aspirations
of the community. The Treaty Team initiated the CCP process. The CCP voices the K’ómoks First Nation’s wants, needs, and
how we envision ourselves changing as we move forward on our journey to independence.

The CCP team wove all the ideas from the community together into a workable Plan. Overall, a theme was noticed around
caring for each other: many youth spoke to increasing services for Elders, and many Elders said youth are the priority and
future. It is the inclusion of perspectives like this that make this CCP special: the Plan emphasizes a sense of understanding
of our unique location, the desire to learn and to revitalize the language and culture of the K’ómoks First Nation.

The CCP is a road map that charts out a course to the future. A part of the CCP is implementation which will be done
through the Community Action Plan (CAP) which details the Implementation Actions (who, what, costs, and how) to achieve
our goals and objectives. The CAP is a companion document separate from the CCP which is an ever changing (living)
document that the staff, leadership, and community will work from. This part of the Plan establishes a clear path and
deadlines for goal achievement in addition to spelling out the community’s overarching goals and hopes for the future.
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Left to right: Jacob Frank, Jordy Frank, and
Norman Frank
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Photo Credit to: Gary Fiegehen
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1.0 Setting Out On a Journey
This first section describes the Comprehensive Community Plan process and how the Plan was built by K’ómoks First
Nation community members.

Left to right: Verna Scow, Mike Sheerbrooke, Anthony
Hardy, Melanie Norris, Nicole Everson, Renée Mitchell,
Krissy Brown, Stan Frank
Page 13 Photo Credit to: Unknown

1.1 Background to the Plan
This Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) outlines the vision for the K’ómoks First Nation (KFN) – how we want our
community to grow and change in the future. The Plan sets out our goals, objectives, and then details the way to achieve
them in our Community Action Plan (CAP).
Where did the ideas in the CCP come from? From you! The community based planning process is what sets this CCP apart
from many other plans. The CCP is a result of the efforts of many hours of thinking, talking and making choices on how the
lands will be used and also how resources will be allocated. In building the Plan, we have shaped it around four core
messages that we clearly heard from the community:
#1 Build on the past: Whenever possible, traditional knowledge, information from past reports, studies and planning
projects have been incorporated into this Plan. K’ómoks First Nation people have been sustained by our lands and
waters since time immemorial and shall continue to be sustained into the future. Considerable work has also been
done as part of the treaty negotiation process and this work has generated important information that we have
incorporated into this CCP.
#2 Include everyone: It is our hope that everyone who was interested in the CCP had an opportunity to take part in
the planning process to provide input into this document. We also hope everyone will stay involved in the
implementation of this Plan.
#3 Watch the horizon: We live surrounded by local communities and are impacted by other levels of government. We
are also affected by forces on a much larger scale, such as climate change and globalization. We know this, and see
the CCP as a tool to help us plan strategically for our future.
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#4 Take action: Without action, the CCP is just words. K’ómoks First Nation members discussed the need to turn ideas
into concrete, measurable actions. However, K’ómoks First Nation members also clearly stated that they will not be
rushed into decisions that do not make sense both today and far into the future.
In recognition of these four core messages, we have divided the plan into four chapters:
The Past – looks at where we have been and the activities and events that have shaped the K’ómoks First Nation.
The Present – this section talks about where we are now with statistics, data and reports that help us to clearly establish
benchmarks to monitor growth and change.
The Future – sets out where we want to go. This section is developed from community input and the data collected on
our lands and resources. It sets out the goals and objectives for the community.
Community Action Plan – this section is all about action. It establishes responsibilities, estimated costs, processes, and
timelines for objective achievement. A monitoring framework is also included in this section.
Comprehensive Community Plan Logo
Often a picture is the best way to represent an idea. To shape the Plan around the four
core messages, the Comprehensive Community Plan logo was developed. The CCP logo
was created by Pamela Mitchell, a member of our Nation. It is a representation of the
four families in the K’ómoks First Nation, and is actually the Treaty logo broken up into
4 sections for each family in the circle. The logo will be used in the CCP and is now
being used on all of our mapping as the North arrow.
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The Present

The Past

Community Action
Plan

The Future
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A Comprehensive Community Plan (CCP) is a document that includes all the elements important to a community – lands,
governance, education, health, safety, environmental protection, cultural values, and sustainability – then sets out a
vision or future target for each of these elements. A CCP reflects input from K’ómoks First Nation members and
establishes a time horizon for making things happen in the community. Having a Plan benefits the community by
clarifying how positive change can be achieved while still protecting the values and ways of the community. The Plan
also helps a community be proactive – able to seek out opportunities and plan for the future – instead of only reacting
to outside influences and situations.
A CCP is a reference document for elected officials, staff, and community members and provides a level of assurance
that change will move in agreed-on directions. It can also be a guide for other governments, organizations, school
districts, economic development agencies, or any other entities interested in working with the K’ómoks First Nation on
mutually beneficial projects. In summary, the Plan:
Helps the community decide on a preferred future
Provides a foundation for all policies, regulations, decisions on land use and development
Guides economic, environmental, design, development, and social decision-making
Helps to make good use of resources by focusing on what is important to the community
Reinforces community values
Sets priorities for people, finances, and land uses
Builds expertise among community members
Prevents conflict among competing priorities
Helps the communities pursue new economic development opportunities and attract investment.
The Comprehensive Community Plan is a living document. It sets out a course for the community but can also be
adapted to new opportunities and situations.
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Starting out on a CCP is a bit like squeezing a tube of toothpaste: once the toothpaste is out, there is no way to put the
toothpaste back. All you can do is keep moving forward (the photo below shows four of our community members trying
to get the toothpaste back in the tube). With this CCP, once the community started the task moving forward, there was
no stopping the momentum!

Left to right: Bernadette Savoie, Destini Hardy, Caelen McLean, Tyrone Price at KISS
(K’ómoks Information Strategy Session) 2011
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Photo Credit to: Alanna Mitchell

1.3 Steps in the Plan
The following steps were completed:
Step 1: Collecting Information – This phase was about building a solid foundation for the plan. Actions included:
Reviewing of all files relating to the issues in the CCP
Researching on population and development trends
Deciding on the sequence of community events
Step 2: Developing a Vision and Scenarios – This phase is about where we want to go. Actions included:
Involving all interested members
Gaining agreement on a community vision – what is important to the K’ómoks First Nation?
Weighing priorities – what should happen first? Next? And then after that?
Step 3: Agreeing on Options and Drafting a Plan – This phase was about making things happen. Actions included:
Setting goal priorities and agreeing on strategies to achieve these goals
Identifying who needs to be involved, how much it will cost and when things need to happen
Step 4: Agreeing on a Plan – The focus of this phase was gaining community consensus on the Plan. In this step, there were
several formal opportunities for community members to shape the final Plan. Actions included:
Community meetings and consultation
Adoption of the CCP
Step 5: Community Action Plan – This phase involves moving forward and evaluating the results. Actions included:
Moving forward on priorities
Developing partnerships where necessary
Celebrating successes as the plan unfolds
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1.4 Working with our Community
This has been an intensive process and Huy’ch’qa and Gila’kasla for participating!
Mail outs at key points in the plan process to all members
Home visits early in the process to outline the project
Monthly updates the K’ómoks Times newsletter
Members were invited to drop by the Planning Office for coffee and cookies at several points in the process to
gather their comments on land use designations and the goals and objectives of sections of the Plan. This
encouraged one-on-one conversations on the Plan
Meetings with youth at two annual Youth Summer Camps on Goose Spit
Pamphlets on the CCP process and activities were produced and distributed
Attended 45+ events with surrounding local governments to represent the K’ómoks First Nation’s Community
Planning Team
A dozen Quick Facts posters were produced on different aspects of planning and displayed at community
gathering places, in the Administration office, and at meetings/events
BIG – Barbeques in the Garden (salmon bakes were held at the Community Garden)
CALM – CCP and Lands Meetings (each focused on different aspects of the CCP and land use plans)
KISS – K’ómoks Information Strategy Sessions (using a speed dating format to gather information quickly on a
wide range of topics)
FLIE – Fun-Filled Land Information Events (events were held on specific land parcels to gain community input)
A Highlights document on the CCP was distributed among community members
Dozens of PowerPoint and Prezi presentations were developed and posted
The Team participated in the Regional Growth Strategy process to ensure KFN’s interests were represented in the
Plan
Meetings with many potential partners and developers interested in working with our Nation
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Meetings individually with members interested in specific aspects of the Plan and process, including staff
members who now use the Plan to shape their annual work plans
Workshops and breakout sessions at Treaty Quarterly meetings and annual People’s Assemblies.
As our way of saying Huy’ch’qa and Gila’kasla (thank you in Hul’q’umi’num and Kwakw’ala), a special effort was made to
give gifts to all participants at the various events. Community members were given embroidered carry bags, coffee mugs,
key chains, notebooks, and even
removable tattoos with the CCP logo
and the phrase “I’m part of the Plan!”
Elders were given cedar roses crafted
by community artist Pam Mitchell.
These gifts were part of a fundamental
redesign of the usual planning process,
and were intended to show the
Planning Team’s respect for the time
and effort spent by community
members on the development of the
Plan.

Left to right: participants adding their ideas to the CCP at the
2011 Summer Camp at Goose Spit
Photo Credit to: Alanna Mitchell
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1.5 Companion Documents to the CCP
As part of the development of the CCP, the following documents were created by the planning team and will be referenced
in the future as we take specific actions to implement this Plan.
Climate Change Report
Community Action Plan
Parks and Protected Areas Report
Community Profile
What We Know So Far – Community
Fisheries and Aquaculture Report
Consultation Report
K’ómoks History Report
IR #1 Physical Development Plan
K’ómoks Health Report
K’ómoks Estuary Plan (draft 2012)
K’ómoks Education Report
KFN Economic Development Report
Governance Profile and Report
KFN Archeological and Culturally
Housing Report
Significant Sites Report
Infrastructure Report
Puntledge Infrastructure Report
Economic Development Report
Puntledge Transportation Study
Wildlife Report
Puntledge Topographic Mapping
Archeology Report
Puntledge Agricultural Potential
Puntledge Agricultural Potential
Report
Report
Water Report – Ocean and Fresh
People and Culture Report
As you read the CCP, you will see this
at the end of some sections. This means there is a companion report on this
topic. If you view the CCP on line, you can click on the link directly to go to these reports. Everything referenced is also
available at http://comoxbandtreaty.ca/or at the K’ómoks First Nation Administration Office.
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2.0 The Past
Planning is about the future, but this future is shaped by our past and our traditions.
This chapter takes a look back into the history of the K’ómoks First Nation and sets the foundation for later chapters.

K’ómoks Village in 1901
Photo Credit to: Unknown
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2.1 K’ómoks History
“Comox” is an anglicization of K’ómoks, which is derived from the Kwakw’ala term, kw’umalha, meaning “plentiful, rich, or
wealthy”. Oral history and archaeology describes a rich and bountiful relationship between the K’ómoks people and the
land of plenty.
K’ómoks traditional territory stretches across the Salish Sea from the lands currently known as Vancouver Island, extending
north of Salmon River to south of the Englishman River watershed. K’ómoks First Nation members are Kwakwaka’wakw and
Northern Coast Salish people who assert their shared heritage, history and culture. Their language and spiritual practices
are tied to the lands, waters, and resources that are found in the K’ómoks area.
The technologies that were applied in harvest, preparation, and cultivation of local resources were appropriate to the
environment, resource, and spiritual beliefs. Fish weirs, duck nets, berry picking techniques and clothing design met the
needs of the K’ómoks people and for generations provided variety, utility and sense of cultural uniqueness. Mask dances
and songs filled the winter nights and season. Property was distributed to guests in potlatches, and naming ceremonies
honored the youth, leaders and elders of the communities.
The K’ómoks First Nation have inhabited central Vancouver Island from the height of the mountains to the Eastern coastline
and adjacent islands in the Salish Sea since time immemorial . The families who make up the present day First Nation share
a rich history and traditions traced back to Pentlatch, Kwakwaka’wakw, Coast Salish, and Nuu-cha-Nulth groups. Current
archaeological research confirms the occupation of the K’ómoks First Nation territory by First Peoples thousands of years
before first contact with Europeans. K’ómoks people spoke both Pentlatch and Island K’ómoks languages. The Pentlatch
language has been lost, and it is believed that last speaker (Mary Clifton) of the Island K’ómoks dialect passed away in 1995.
There are still groups that speak the Mainland K’ómoks dialect, these being the Sliammon, Klahoose, and Homalco First
Nations.
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Ultimately, the K’ómoks people are complex and unique: as a border community they are comprised of numerous different
house and village groups. Through severe population loss, marriages and wars these groups came together to live in the
Comox Harbour area.
Originally according to a K’ómoks Elder, the K’ómoks people once were made up of 10 tribes (Barnet 1955:25). The 5 more
dominant tribes were the Sasitla, yayaqwiLtah, saLALt (salhulhtxw), kAtkAdul and Komokwe who were all part of the “Whale
House” and wintered together at Cape Mudge on Quadra Island (Barnett 1955:25). These 5 groups would separate in the
spring until late fall and travel to their territories between Cape Lazo, just north of the present day K’ómoks Estuary, to
Quadra Island and the Campbell River (Everson 2000:14-15). Today the head chiefs of the K’ómoks people are Kerry Frank
(Sathloot/Pentlatch) Ernie Hardy (Sasitla), Allan Mitchell (Sasitla/Cha’Chae). The K’ómoks speaking groups occupied
settlements extending from the Salmon River to around Cape Lazo, to Quadra Island and other Islands in the Salish Sea. The
Pentlatch people held territory between Cape Lazo and Union Bay. The s’á7ahlem lived between Deep Bay and near Little
Qualicum River and the swáxlhu7lh were situated around the Little Qualicum River down to Englishman River in Craig Bay.
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K’ómoks Village in 1860
Photo Credit to: Unknown
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K’ómoks First Nation Territory is located along the east side of Vancouver Island, from the Salmon River Watershed in the
North to Englishman River watershed in the south and stretches across the Salish Sea. There are significant K’ómoks First
Nations villages and settlements that have existed through-out the territory in areas such as the Salmon River Watershed on
Quadra Island, Denman, Hornby, Sandy, and Seal Islands. This is supported by archaeological evidence, as outlined below.
K’ómoks First Nation is unique in that we are located within the territory of two major different cultures which is Coast
Salish & Kwakwaka’wakw with two different languages. Traditionally K’ómoks peoples are a sub-category of Coast Salish.
Through inter-marriage some K’ómoks people now speak and practice the Kwakw’ala language and traditions, while some
K’ómoks people practice the Hulquminum traditions.
Salishan Language
Family
Coast Salish Branch
2 other
Subdivisions

3 other Branches

North Coast
Salish Subdivision
Comox
Language

Pentlatch
Language
Island
Comox
Dialect
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Sechelt
Language
Sliammon
Dialect

In July of 1792, Captain George Vancouver encountered K’ómoks people at Tsakwaluten. European contact and
migration was well established by the mid-1800s. Lack of immunity to a number of diseases left First Nations
vulnerable to the rapid influx of epidemics, including small pox and other viral diseases. Three major smallpox events
had terrible consequences, reducing the population in 1775 by 30%, in 1824 by 20%, and in 1892 by 53%.
Overall, across this time frame, the population decreased from 6000 to approximately 500 people (An Ethno-History of
the K’ómoks First Nation, 2000). Much of the lands within our Traditional Territory were taken over and distributed
among the new settlers, and today KFN members hold jurisdiction only over a small amount of what was once our land.
Reserves in BC were allocated in the 1860s and 1870s when our populations were at their lowest, and government at
the time equated this low population levels with a small land base. First Nations could not purchase other lands at that
time. All three reserve areas, K’ómoks IR#1, Puntledge IR#2, and Goose Spit IR#3 were allocated in 1867.
Salmon River IR#1 was originally the settlement of the Kahkahmatsis First Nation. In 1940 there was an agreement by
the Salmon River people to join the K’ómoks First Nation and these lands are now part of KFN’s land holdings.
Within the local context, the Village of Cumberland incorporated in 1898. In 1914 a railway came from Victoria and a
year later the area around the train station was incorporated as the City of Courtenay. The Town of Comox incorporated
in 1953. Since that time, incorporation initiatives and development have shaped land use in the traditional territory of
the K’ómoks First Nation
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-

Artifacts: Arrowheads, trade beads and cutting tools.
Photo Credit to: Pauline Engisch
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2.4 A K’ómoks Origin Story – Four Clans of K’ómoks
“A long time ago Cia’tlk’am (sa’lth’qam) descended from the sky. He wore the feather garment, Qoa’eqoe (Kwe Kwe), and
settled in Nga’icam (Quinsam). He became the ancestor of the Catlotq (sa’thloot). With him his sister Tesitla, arrived. The
brother and sister wandered through the lands and visited the Nanaimo, Ni’cialt, Tlahus and many other tribes who all
became their younger brothers.” Sathloot families: Frank, Billy, and Tommy Billy.
Ai’len (Ieelan) was the ancestor of the E’elsen (Ieeksan). Aie’len was the sun in the human form. He came down as a bird
wearing a sun mask. Then he took off his mask and became human at Tlamatakw (Campbell River). Aie’len had three sons
and a daughter. Two sons went out on their canoe. The elder brother shot arrows into the sky and this formed a rope that
connected the two worlds. The elder brother climbed to the upper world while the younger brother held steady the rope
made of arrows. The elder brother followed a path to a pond where the chief of the moon and his family lived. He married
the youngest of the moons’ four daughters and that is why there is a crest of the sun and moon on Ieelans’ house. Ieeksan
families : George, Hamilton (Nellie Cook’s descendants)
Koaimin and Hel’tun descended from the sky to become the ancestors of the Puntledge. The crest of the Puntledge is the
Thunderbird and Whale. The Puntledge have lived in the Comox Valley from the beginning and have experienced severe
climate change; this included when the heat influenced the ocean to recede a great distances, they experienced the great
flow and then a glacier period. This is Norman Frank’s family.
The ancestor of the Sasitla came from Salmon River. His name was Komokoae. He was named Komokoae because of his
wealth. He owned a lot of coppers. The crest is a grizzly bear: Sasitla families Hardy & Mitchell.
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Who are the K’ómoks today?
Frank Family – The Frank Family is from the K’ómox Sathloot. Billy Frank married a noble woman from the Kwikwasutainuk
named Lakwalogwa. The eldest child of Billy Frank was Isaac. He became chief of the Sathloot. Other Chiefs included Billy
Billy, Tommy Bill, and Nosey Tom. The current Chief is Kerry Frank (Norman Frank passed it onto his son Kerry Frank).
Norman Frank inherited his father Isaac’s titles as well as his Uncle Andys’ amongst the Puntledge.
Tommy Bill Family- The Bill Family is from the K’ómox Sathloot and are closely related to the Frank family. Tommy Bill went
to Nuuchanulth and his family has been raised on the west coast, currently living in Port Alberni.
Billy Family- The Billy Family today is descendant of Billy Billy, a high ranking man amongst Sathloot.
Hardy/Mitchell Families- The Hardy and Mitchell Families are K’ómox Sasitla. Ernie Hardy, Stu Hardy, and Allan Mitchell are
the leading men of the Sathloot.
Hamilton/George Family: By 1912, Nellie Hamilton was the last if the Ieeksun, she married Reg Cook and together they
parented 10 children. Her father Hamilton George changed his name to George Hamilton; he was then a brother to Billy,
Jock, and Thomas George. The children of Nellie was Billy Cook, is George Cook, was Carol Nestman, Frances Speck, is Pearl
Alfred was Ernest Cook is Christine Stern, Shirley Cook, and Reg Cook. Wedlidi Speck is the son of Frances.
Every namima had four chiefs. The Xa’magami Gigamite or head chiefs of the namima made up the leadership of the clan.
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Where do we come from? (One of many origin stories)
"Long ago there were big cedar planked houses, totem poles and canoes in the
K’ómoks Valley. The nights were very quiet, except for the sounds of the water,
sea birds and of hooting owls. One night an old man, Quoi Qwa Lak, had a
dream. In that dream a voice told him that he must tell the chief and the
K’ómoks people to prepare for a great flood. They built canoes and packed them
full of food and clothes. The young men made a strong cedar rope and took it to
the top of the glacier and fastened it tightly. The people tied their canoes to the
rope. Not too long after it began to rain, it rained and rained for days. Soon
there was only a little of the glacier showing. The K’ómoks people were afraid.
Then all of a sudden the glacier began to move. The people began to cry "White
Whale, White Whale! Queneesh, Queneesh." The glacier had taken the form of a
whale and saved the people. The rain stopped, and Queneesh still stands guard
over the K’ómoks people to this very day."
(K’ómoks – Salish Land and Resource Use Plan, 2008)

Queneesh
Photo Credit to: Gary Fiegehen
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3.0 The Present
This chapter provides a snapshot on what the community is about today – understanding where we are will shape how
we want to move forward.

K’ómoks Estuary
Photo Credit to: Gary Fiegehen
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3.1 Governance & Administration
The K’ómoks First Nation Administration is engaged in the day-to-day operation of KFN, including planning, implementing
and managing programs, maintaining KFN infrastructure, and providing support for lands and resources. The table below
shows a brief description of each department and their priority areas.
Department

Description/Areas

Governance

KFN is governed by an elected Chief and Council. One member is elected as Chief, and three serve as
Councilors. There are also family Hereditary Chiefs.

Administration

Handles operation and maintenance of current infrastructure on K’ómoks First Nation lands. Also helps
Nation support, housing, training, capacity building, land and resources.

Kwakiutl District Council(KDC)K’ómoks Health Centre

Community Health Representative carries out health programs, initiatives and develops programs
where necessary. They coordinate the community garden, health & fitness classes. The health clinic
offers some fitness equipment, an infra-red sauna along with a hand waxer. A community health nurse
comes in twice a week. Also the CHR assists with patient travel. Once a month the arthritic program
offers massage therapy for members with arthritis.

Education

The Education Coordinator oversees primary, secondary & post- secondary education for K’ómoks First
Nation members.
The Social Development Coordinator oversees the needs in the community such as social assistance,
elders programs and elder care.
Researches opportunities that will benefit the K’ómoks First Nation and helps plan economic
development for the future. Includes Pentlach Seafoods and Salish Seafoods, the I-Hos Gallery, and the
Puntledge Campground
The treaty team manages negotiations for land claims, capacity building and legal support on aboriginal
title and rights.

Social Development Worker
Economic Development

Treaty, Lands and Resources
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3.2 Lands
K’ómoks First Nation currently has jurisdiction /ownership of the following lands. It is noted that this land base will change
significantly post-treaty as thousands of hectares (ha) of land are currently under consideration by the K’ómoks First Nation.
Reserve Lands

Size (ha)

Description

Current Uses

K’ómoks
Lands IR#1

61 ha

Legal Description: SID 394250
Sections 4, I.R. No.1, Being Comox,
Comox District.
Latitude/Longitude: Approximate
Centre of the Reserve: 124 degrees
57’19”W, 49 degrees 40’52”N
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K’ómoks First Nation Administration Office
KDC-K’ómoks Health Clinic
Treaty/ CCP Portable
Big House
Daycare Building (Back Road)
I-Hos Gallery
The Cedar Bark Gallery
Community Garden
Cemetery
Net Loft
I-HOS Canoe Shed
Playground
Queenesh Trailer Park
Housing

Puntledge Lands 83 ha
IR#2

Legal Description: SID 15236880
Pentledge I.R. No.2 Being Pentledge,
Comox District
Latitude/Longitude: Approximate
center of the reserve: 125deg
00’18.3”W, 49deg 41’46.8”N

Puntledge RV Campground
Nim Nim Interpretive Centre

Goose Spit
IR#3

6 ha

Legal description (s): SID 15236750,
I.R. No.3 Being Goose Spit, Comox
District.
Latitude/Longitude: Approx. center
of reserve: 124deg. 155’14.6”W
49deg. 39’40.7”N

Cemetery
Department of National Defense

Salmon River
IR#1

151 ha

Legal Description: SID 15290260,
I.R. No.1, Being Salmon River
(Comox), Sayward District.
Latitude/Longitude: Approx. Centre
of the Reserve: Latitude 50deg
22’43”N, Longitude 125deg
56’11”W

Currently vacant
Evidence of occupation in the past
Gravel reserves
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Lands purchased through the Treaty process may be acquired by direct purchase (where K’ómoks First Nation buys the
lands in fee simple) through a partnership with the land owner (where K’ómoks First Nation and the land owner establish a
contractual agreement on the return that will be received by each party from the lands) or by an impact-benefit agreement
where lands are turned over to K’ómoks First Nation as a result of the impacts of a larger development project (the
Kensington Benefitting Lands are a good example of this kind of land transfer).
KFN also owns the following lands or will acquire them as Interim Settlement Lands as part of the Treaty Process.
Parcel #

LAND PARCEL

AREA (ha)

Current status

1

DL 7

37 ha

Interim Settlement Lands

2

Kensington Benefitting Lands

31 ha

3

Mount Washington

59 ha

Lands purchased from Kensington Development Ltd
to support KFN interest in the area near Union Bay
Interim Settlement Lands

4

Piercy Road Addition

17 ha

Owned by KFN

5

37 ha

Owned by KFN

6

Lot 3 (merged Kensington Lands and DL
31)
DL 32

17 ha

Owned by KFN

7

North East Woods

26 ha

Interim Settlement Lands

Total

224 ha
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K’ómoks First Nation is currently negotiating through the Treaty Process on lands that are held by the provincial and federal
governments. While there is very little crown land in the Comox Valley there are scattered parcels that may be of interest to
the K’ómoks First Nation. K’ómoks First Nation has developed a Land Acquisition Strategy to guide the search for additional
lands. This Strategy focuses on existing nodes or areas where the K’ómoks First Nation already has land – Union
Bay/Royston, Mt Washington/Piercy Interchanges, Williams Beach, and Salmon River IR/H’Kusam – with priority given to
lands that are:
Adjacent to existing K’ómoks First Nation lands
LAND PARCELS under consideration
AREA (ha)
Available
February 2014
Contiguous (within the land base being considered –
H’Kusam
160 ha
parcels together are considered more valuable)
Sandy Island
31 ha
Culturally significant
Williams Beach
541 ha
Have no or few encumbrances, unless these could be
Salmon River
75 ha
of value to the K’ómoks First Nation
Browns River
43 ha
Potential for multiple uses and development in the
future
Wood Mountain
98 ha
Large – larger parcels have more development options
Union Bay
700 ha
Good value for the money
Hornby Island gravel pit
11 ha
Waterfront – ocean, lake, stream or wetland
Other lands may be added to the land base through the treaty
process, interests may be acquired through partnerships, or
lands may be purchased by the K’ómoks First Nation. The
following lands are currently under consideration by KFN
(included in the Agreement in Principle).

Western Goose Spit

7 ha

Sage Hills

842 ha

McLeod Road

11 ha

Total

2519 ha
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3.3 Housing
Currently K’ómoks First Nation IR# 1 contains 73 homes and is the only area of lands under K’ómoks First Nation jurisdiction
that provides housing for community members. A 2011 survey of the homes indicated that 90% are rates as good to fair
condition. Currently, there are no dwelling units on Puntledge IR#2, Goose Spit IR#3, or Salmon River IR#1.
Housing (to February 2014 – 72 homes on Comox IR #1)
Comox Road (Dyke Road)
o 7 houses have driveways off
the main road
o 5 are elders
Queenesh Street & Diayeesh Road
o 4 houses
o 1 single level duplex
o 1 derelict house
o 3 are elders
Saseetla Crescent
o 3 houses
o 2 are elders
Sahtloot Crescent
o 23 houses
o 7 are elders

Bayside Road
o 11 houses
o 1 house under construction
o 1 two story duplex
o 7 are elders
Back Road
o 11 houses
o 2 are elders

Trailer Park
o 33 trailer lots rented
o 1 band member residing
North Sahtloot Crescent & Aelksun
Place.
o 10 houses
o 1 is an elders
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3.4 K’ómoks People
Currently (March 2014):
There are 326 K’ómoks band
members
There are 28 elders that are 60
years old and over
K’ómoks First Nation has more
females than males: currently
55% of the population is female
and 45% are male
We anticipate that we will have
proportionally more Elders in the
future as people live longer and
healthier lives
The oldest Elder is 92
Due to population increase, a
third Councillor was added to
Chief and Council in 2013
The majority of staff at the
K’ómoks First Nation Band Office
are K’ómoks members.

Community Field Trip to Westbank First Nation, July 2012
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3.5 Education
For K’ómoks First Nation members, education is both learning on your own and the process by which knowledge, skills and
values transfer from one generation to another. It also means teaching and finding new ways to share knowledge with those
who are interested. For our members, education is a life-long endeavor. Statistics obtained between 2008 and 2012 indicate
that:
44 members completed high school
13 members are attending post-secondary institutions
5 members have a Master’s degree.
KFN Members have numerous skills and trades in:
Human Resources
Applied Business Technology Certificate
Natural Resource Management Certificate
Fisheries and Aqua Culture Field Technician
Hospitality and Tourism Certificates
Computer Science and Tech (Diploma)
Business Administration
Greenhouse Management Certificate
Welding (Apprenticeship)

Transportation and Dangerous Goods
First Aid level 1,2 and 3
Fork Lift Certificate
Divers Certificate
WHIMIS
GIS Mapping
Health Care
Engineer
Security
Registered Professional Forester

The preservation of culture is critically important to members, and many are involved in a variety of projects, programs and
life choices to ensure that traditional ways are passed from generation to generation.
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Elders at the river
Left to right: Michelle Anderson, Stan Frank, Fernanda Pare, Fran Prince, Allan Mitchell, Dave
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Davis, Vivian Fortin, Carol Frank, Florence Howell, Barb Mitchell, Joan Davis

3.6 Environment and Wildlife
K’ómoks First Nation relies on the natural environment for food, social, and ceremonial purposes. Along with all other
species in the water, land, and air we are part of this environment.
Many of our people are active hunters, trappers, or fishers and these activities are an important part of the domestic
economy in our community. The Aboriginal right to hunt, trap and fish is now well established in Canadian law and is
protected under Section 35 of the Constitution Act. Wildlife comes under federal and provincial jurisdiction. Historically, our
Nations regulated our own hunters and others who came into our territories. Given our reliance on wild meats hunting was
and is an important aspect of our way of life. The provincial government, supported by Canada, takes the position in treaty
negotiations that First Nation’s jurisdiction over wildlife should be limited to regulating allocations of wildlife and not direct
management of the wildlife itself. However, the province does see a role for First Nations through management
committees and other consultation bodies where applicable.
In addition, certain species require special management and protection under the Species at Risk Act (SARA) (S.C. 2002,
c.29). SARA was proclaimed in June 2003 and aims to prevent wildlife species from becoming extinct and to secure the
necessary actions for their recovery. It applies to all federal lands in Canada, which includes reserve lands. In some cases,
this places reserves at a disadvantage in terms of development where adjacent provincial lands may already be developed
or could be, the reserve lands may be the last undeveloped habitat for certain species at risk. For example, Goose Spit IR #3
is home to the sand-verbena moth which is provincially red listed and federally listed endangered. The yellow sand-verbena
plant is provincially blue listed and is found on moist sandy beaches. Other at risk species in our traditional territory
includes the Chocolate Eyed Spotted Owl, the Marbled Marreley and the Vancouver Island Marmot. While our Nations do
regulate wildlife on reserve lands, and there are by-law making powers under the Indian Act that facilitate this regulation,
for the most part in BC, hunting and gathering usually takes place off reserve within the boundaries of our Nations
traditional territory and beyond. We have the right to gather plants, wildlife and fish for medicinal, cultural and food uses
within our traditional territory as we have always done.
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3.7 K’ómoks Estuary
The K’ómoks River Estuary covers approximately 2,170 hectares (ha) of land and water; 1,566 ha are aquatic and 604 ha are
terrestrial. Surrounding the estuary are lands currently within the Comox Valley Regional District, the City of Courtenay and
the Town of Comox, and K’ómoks First Nation IR#s 1, 2, and 3.
Many estuaries across the globe have been lost to urban and agricultural development. The ecological values of the
K’ómoks River Estuary have been modified by various human interventions over time, notably diking and river
channelization, upstream damming of the Puntledge River, development in intertidal and near shore sub tidal
environments, and storm water and sewage discharges into the Estuary. These changes have compromised river-floodplain
connectivity, eroded the habitat base and degraded the water quality. The two most widely known negative impacts
associated with these interventions are the decline of once bountiful runs of Chinook salmon and the closure of shellfish
harvesting in the Estuary. Ongoing development pressures could continue to strain the Estuary’s resources.
A partial inventory reported 137 species of terrestrial plants, 21 species of salt march vascular plants, 32 species of algae,
106 species of marine fauna including 14 species of fish and 124 species of resident and migratory birds. The Estuary is
known to support all five species of Pacific Salmon at various stages of their life as well as some of the largest populations of
migratory birds in the Salish Sea. The Estuary has been home to the K’ómoks First Nation from time immemorial, and our
jurisdiction over this area must be fully recognized by all surrounding governments and agencies with interests in this area.
K’ómoks First Nation is currently negotiating the jurisdictional status of the estuary as well as proposing amendments to the
issuance of leases within the K’ómoks Estuary.
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3.8 Infrastructure
Water and Wastewater Discharges K’ómoks IR#1
Drinking water is supplied by a municipal source and is tested regularly by K’ómoks First Nation for fecal and total coliforms.
Wastewater is discharged to a municipal sanitary sewer system owned and operated by the Comox Valley Regional District
(CVRD). Sanitary sewer flows from IR#1 and enters a pump station located near the administration office. Two PRV (Pressure
Reducing Valve) stations regulate pressure into the lower sections of the community; one is located on Sahtloot Crescent above
the administration office, and the other is off the reserve on Comox Road on the west side of the community. Wastewater is
collected in approximately 2170m of 200mm diameter PVC (poly vinyl chloride) sanitary mains, wherein it flows by gravity to a
duplex submersible lift station, located just north of Comox Road. Wastewater is pumped from the lift station directly into the
CVRD main, where it flows to the CVRD sewage treatment plant.
Water and Wastewater Discharge Puntledge IR#2
Drinking water at the campsite is supplied by a well south of the campsite and is tested by K’ómoks First Nation for fecal and total
coliforms. Wastewater on the campsite is discharged to a septic field located north of the campsite administration and
interpretive centre.
Other Infrastructure
Most storm water is channeled through natural drainage channels and roadside ditches. Culverts have been strategically placed
throughout the reserve. BC Hydro supplies electrical power through overhead power lines. Telus and Shaw Cable are available
through overhead lines. Solid waste (garbage) services are contracted out and disposal is taken to the landfill.
The K’ómoks First Nation maintains all roadways on reserve through private contracting. The Back Road and Comox Road (the
Dyke Road) were built on land taken from our reserve and belong to the province.
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Amanda Cullen & Alanna Mitchell
Photo Credit to: Tina McLean
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3.9 Economic Development
Economic development is the creation of wealth through the strategic use of lands and resources. It includes starting businesses,
establishing partnerships, developing land and creating jobs. This is made possible through land and resource ownership and
good governance. Land and resource ownership provides the materials for development and creates opportunities. Successful
economic development is about looking at where we are, deciding where we want to be and making a plan. It requires an
entrepreneurial spirit, education, and skilled workers.
Economic development is the key to K’ómoks First Nation’s vision of a strong and healthy community and it forms a critical part of
this Comprehensive Community Plan.
Currently, KFN is involved in a wide range of economic initiatives:
KFN owns and operates businesses focused on tourism and natural resources
KFN has a number of high-profile investment and joint-venture opportunities for progressive investors looking for business
ventures (an example of a joint venture (JV) is the Domcor and Uplands where K’ómoks is in partnership with Domcor and
Uplands with a share of 51%)
KFN has interests in forestry as a renewable resource
KFN has other interests in natural resource extraction
The I-Hos Gallery and Puntledge Campground capitalize on tourism to the Valley
Pentlatch Seafoods is poised to expand into a number of new ventures that will further add to the success of this business
Salish Seafoods and Salish Sea Farms are new additions to KFN’s business portfolio and will expand opportunities in
aquaculture and processing
New opportunities are evolving in run of the river and wind power production
Other opportunities will develop as lands are acquired through Treaty settlement.
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Kerry Frank and Alan Mitchell
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Photo Credit to: Unknown

4.0 The Future
What do we know for sure about the future? That it will be different than today, and we can either choose our path or go
along with someone else’s determination of that future. This chapter sets out the community’s vision and values, and
points K’ómoks First Nation in the direction for achieving desired future goals, objectives and actions.

Cora Pielle, Cedar Frank, Amber Frank, Hunter Frank,
Tanisha Frank, Simone Compton, Victoria Price and son
Lucas Frank
Page 51Photo Credit to: Gary Fiegehen

4.1 K’ómoks First Nation Vision
Through the Treaty process, K’ómoks people came together to build a vision for the community. Members said:

-

We have retained this vision as the foundation of the Comprehensive Community Plan. The goals and objectives in this Plan
work to achieve this vision.
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This section of the CCP outlines the Goals and Objectives of the Comprehensive Community Plan, and the next section sets
out specific implementation actions to achieve these goals and objectives in the Community Action Plan. Through
community meetings, door to door visits and many conversations with our members, five key topic areas were identified:
1. We need to move ahead on treaty discussions. For almost 150 years, K’ómoks First Nation members have lived under
the authority of the federal government, in a way that is very different than other persons living in Canada. The Indian
Act of 1876 has had profound and negative implications for our members, impacting our language and culture. In spring
2011 we voted to achieve Agreement in Principle, and in spring 2012 this agreement was signed by the federal
government. We have a way forward through treaty discussions and need to keep moving. We also need to agree on
how we get things done.
2. We need to make decisions on the use of our lands and resources. With the loss of most of our traditional territory to
settlement, it has made it difficult for K’ómoks First Nation to gain a strong financial foothold. However, K’ómoks First
Nation has acquired key parcels of land through purchases and may acquire others through treaty negotiations. There
are resources available on the land parcels that can be utilized for the K’ómoks First Nation economically; the goal is to
be sure our lands and resources are used efficiently and effectively.
3. Ensuring prosperity for our people is critical. Many people have talked about the same things – good quality long-term
employment that pays a fair wage, education for themselves and their children, good recreational opportunities, living in
a community that is safe, welcoming and healthy for themselves and other K’ómoks First Nation members. All these
things fall under the term “sustainable prosperity” which means protecting the things that are important to K’ómoks
First Nation members and working to improve the mental, physical, spiritual and emotional health of all members. This
issue also includes discussions on financial self-sufficiency and making positive changes to provide sustainable revenue
to our members. Many people noted that economic development is the driver of a sustainable future. People also said
that preserving our culture is critical. Being fluent in our language, practicing our ways and keeping our culture part of
our everyday lives are important.
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4. The promotion of education and training must be part of all discussions and decisions. Education and training are
significant factors when discussing capacity development for the future. The capacity development process must be
regarded as a multi-phased approach and must provide multiple entry points for community members to become
involved. There is recognition that many short term certificate programs do not lead to meaningful employment and
future training needs to focus on the industries that are evolving in the Comox Valley such as retirement, health care,
retail and tourism.
5. We need to proceed carefully. The clear message received from a wide range of community members was – “go slow”
and “be careful in decision-making”. These statements are reflected in the goals and objectives in this Plan.
The goals, objectives and implementation actions in this CCP will be revisited as many times as is necessary to make sure
that this plan aligns with the community’s desired outcomes – we know that the priorities of our members will change over
time. As we achieve certain goals and objectives, these will drop off our priority list. In addition, other goals objectives, and
implementation actions will become more important as new events impact K’ómoks First Nation. Therefore, it will be
important to revisit these goals and objectives, and the implementation actions in the next section frequently to ensure they
remain relevant to K’ómoks First Nation members.
The Goals and Objectives are divided into seven areas (it is noted that these are not in order of priority; all are equally
important):
1. Our People
2. Lands
3. Infrastructure
4. Governance
5. Environment and Wildlife
6. Economic Development
7. Sustainability
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What are Goals, Objectives and Actions?
The CAP is a separate document which is a living document that will be utilized by staff, Treaty Team, and leadership (Chief
and Council).

CCP

Goals are an ideal future condition to which the community aspires
(This is what/where we want to be). Goals are general guidelines that
explain what you want to achieve in your community. They are longterm and support the vision statement. An example is:
“Protect public health and safety.”

Less detailed

Objectives are tangible, measurable outcomes leading to the
achievement of goals (for example, this is what we will do (or should
do) to get there; this is how we will approach the goal). Objectives are
specific and measurable, and often break goals into achievable pieces.
“The community will direct funding towards planning for
emergencies (both natural and human caused events), including
storms, earthquakes or long-term road closures.”

CAP

Actions are statements that say who will do what, when and how,
and how much it will cost. These are detailed in the Community
Action Plan: they list what must be done to achieve the goals and
objectives (and this is how we will do it).
“Lands within the designated tsunami area shall be marked on
the land use designation map and signs shall be posted on
roads indicating the extent of the tsunami inundation zone.”
(Completed by year end 2014/ cost estimated at $1000/
responsibility of public works staff)
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More detailed

4.2 Our People
This section covers a range of goals and objectives on health and wellbeing, culture, education, safety and child welfare.
This includes all aspects of community life including honoring our culture, practicing our traditions, keeping healthy,
supporting each other, and building self-esteem and respect for all our members. Overall, people want to live in and be part
of a community that is safe, comfortable, supportive, and secure. The identification of specific objectives followed by the
implementation of actions in the Community Action Plan will ensure that the community continues to move forward on
issues and activities that impact our people.
Goals for Our People
1. Seek to ensure surrounding non-members and all levels of government and school district fully understand that
K’ómoks First Nation are the original inhabitants of this Traditional Territory.
2. Celebrate and learn about K’ómoks First Nation culture.
3. Safeguard the mental, physical, spiritual and emotional health of our members.
4. Emphasize that caring for our children is at the forefront of our actions.
5. Promote our youth in all aspects of their lives.
6. Acknowledge that education is fundamental to individual and community success.
7. Ensure community safety through a positive relationship with police services and crime reduction organizations.
8. Continuously improve health and safety measures for our employees and our members involved in KFN activities.
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Objectives for Our People
Health and Well-being
9. Assist members in addressing health issues such as diabetes, mental health, and heart health through targeted
partnerships with health agencies.
10. Communicate the services that are currently provided by KFN, our health care partners, or are otherwise available to
our members.
11. Support the development of health programs and services targeted toward Elders.
12. Encourage community-supported events that appeal to all generations, such as sports days, canoe trips, traveling to
KFN lands, visits to other Nations, camping, picnics, and game days.
13. Support activities that contribute to self-esteem and cultural pride.
14. Ensure that the health services responsibilities of the K’ómoks First Nation are delivered. **Added from Treaty
Internal Meeting.
Child Welfare
15. Encourage a relationship with Ministry of Children and Family Development (MCFD) that operates at the most
respectful, effective and efficient level.
16. Formalize verbal agreements between the K’ómoks First Nation and MCFD through signed Memorandums of
Understanding or other Protocol Agreements.
17. Strengthen access and support traditional parenting programs that develop positive skills and living healthy lives.
18. Promote training for outside parties (for example, MCFD and others) to learn how to work and communicate with
KFN members.
Youth
19. Encourage youth involvement in governance so youth understand that the decisions made today shape their future.
20. Continue to create summer employment for youth at KFN businesses and administration; seek out paid employment
for youth with our partners and other organizations.
21. Promote youth volunteerism at KFN events and with our partners.
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Culture
22. Encourage members to learn and speak the K’ómoks First Nation languages.
23. Integrate opportunities to learn about our cultural traditions and honor all sides of the K’ómoks traditions.
24. Encourage feasting between families.
25. Revitalize songs and dances.
26. Support the community’s participation in Tribal Journeys.
27. Promote the gathering and prepping of traditional food stuffs.
28. Develop a comprehensive food plan that includes plans for growing, harvesting, fishing, hunting, distributing and
marketing all food products including food fish, elk, bees, or any other product that is contained in our territory.
Education
29. Encourage youth to move forward through all levels of education and help them to define a goal-achieving path.
30. Continue offering after school educational services.
31. Create awareness of programs and courses available at training institutions, colleges, and universities.
32. Continue to increase enrollment and graduation in post-secondary education.
33. Promote education through job shadowing or internships with partners and other organizations in the Comox Valley.
34. Identify educational or training opportunities to respond to new or proposed economic development initiatives.
Safety
35. Support traffic calming measures in and leading to the K’ómoks IR#1, including the intersection with Comox Road.
36. Enhance lighting and support a separated pedestrian pathway along Comox and Back Road for pedestrian safety.
37. Education of human/wild animal interface issues and ways to protect and promote safety within the community.
38. Develop/create opportunities to engage positively with police services and other crime reduction organizations
through annual meetings, community involvement, and youth targeted activities.
39. Establish policies for meeting established safety and health standards for work and social environments through the
implementation of approved Occupational Health and Safety standards for all KFN businesses and for all community
events.
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4.3 Lands
K’ómoks First Nation has a limited land base and is located in a growing part of Canada: careful consideration must be given
to our response to pressures to grow and change over the next few decades. We will also be impacted by growth on
K’ómoks IR#1 as new housing is developed on these lands. A balanced approach to the use of the lands is supported by this
CCP. That is, new development proposals must evaluated from all perspectives with a view to understanding the short, mid,
and long-term cultural, social, environmental, economic, and sustainability impacts that might reasonably be expected from
any new development.
Goals for the Lands
1. Encourage development that works with the lands and our history.
2. Plan in advance for the housing needs of the future.
3. Proceed with a view that considers the short, mid, and long-term impacts of development on future generations.
4. Respect the environment, cultural sites, special features, habitat and the landscape in any land use decisions.
5. Consider partnerships with outside agencies and developers where the benefits of proceeding are clear for KFN.
6. Provide opportunities for members to be part of long term, sustainable economic activities.

Objectives for the Lands
1. Ensure that potential impacts on our members (short, mid, and long-term; cultural, social, environmental, economic,
and sustainability impacts) are considered for new proposals. Develop clear review guidelines that assess these
impacts.
2. Ensure that the community remains involved in amendments to the Land Use Designations in this Comprehensive
Community Plan.
3. Complete an inventory of encumbrances on all current lands and the lands that are acquired by K’ómoks First Nation
to ensure there are no barriers to development.
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4. Complete an environmental assessment on all current lands and the lands that are acquired by K’ómoks First Nation
to ensure there are no contaminated sites or issues that should be remediated before lands transfers are considered.
5. Establish that outside agencies and developers must complete all application/partnership requirements defined by
KFN before proceeding with any development proposals.
6. Develop a Priority Amenity List to ensure appropriate benefits are realized through development partnerships (see
Appendix A).
7. Servicing plans for water, sewer, storm water, and power may be developed for all KFN lands. The purpose of these
plans will be to determine the obstacles, opportunities, and costs of servicing as these requirements will have a
major impact on the development of the lands.
8. Alternative energy sources will be investigated where practical and cost effective.
9. Develop landscaping guidelines that fit K’ómoks First Nation culture and approaches to lands: these will be used for
new or existing development where landscaping is considered to be an important part of the site works.
10. Develop detailed design guidelines that establish the form and character of land uses on KFN lands.
11. Develop a “brand” for new signs announcing entry into KFN lands and KFN’s traditional territory; place these signs at
entrance points to all KFN lands.
12. Work with appropriate levels of government to recognize KFN concerns on the management of harvesting from the
lands, including hunting, fishing, gathering and beach combing activities.
13. KFN will consider existing trail networks and transportation systems in planning for the lands and may connect to
these networks or systems where doing so will not detract from KFN’s land use objectives.
14. The use of the existing rail line or the expansion of new rail systems may be considered in the development of the
KFN’s land holdings.
15. Identify and limit development on lands that are susceptible to flooding or tsunami hazard.
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16. The use of local materials (such as timber from our own lands) and labour whenever possible is encouraged to
reduce economic leakage from K’ómoks First Nation and the surrounding jurisdictions.
17. Plans for the development of all KFN lands shall consider the potential impacts of ocean level rise, increased storm
events and increased surface water flow that will result from global warming.
18. Until legislation for planning and land uses are established by KFN, the following setbacks/limits shall be recognized
for any new development. Chief and Council may vary these setbacks/limits following the review and acceptance of
site-specific information which provides greater detail on the conditions of a particular site.
a. A setback of 30 metres from the natural boundary (the point at which vegetation changes or where the
natural flooding of the watercourse has marked high water) for any watercourse shall be established. This
applies to both sides of the watercourse.
i. This setback is required to protect both the watercourse and the surrounding habitat.
ii. This setback is also required to protect life and property from flooding.
iii. Generally, site plans shall first attempt to keep development outside of this setback area.
iv. Chief and Council may allow development in this setback area if they are satisfied that the proposed
development meets their defined requirements for varying the setback.
b. All lands with a slope of greater than 30 degrees are designated as hazard lands.
i. This designation is required to protect life and property on unstable or dangerous slopes.
ii. No buildings, structures or construction will be permitted on these lands without the provision of a
report prepared by a registered geotechnical engineer that authorizes the proposed development.
iii. In addition to this professional report, the ratification of Chief and Council for any proposed land use
will be required.
iv. A “save harmless” covenant must also be registered on the lands in favour of K’ómoks First Nation.
c. In all designations, a setback of 15 metres from the natural tidal boundary (the point at which vegetation
changes or where the natural tidal action of the ocean has marked high water) of the ocean will be required.
i. This setback is required to protect life and property from wave action and flooding.
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ii. Generally, site plans shall first attempt to keep development outside of this setback area.
iii. Chief and Council may allow development in this setback area if they are satisfied that the proposed
development meets their defined requirements for varying the setback.
There are six land use designations in this CCP. The following describes the uses in each land use designation. For further
information refer to the K’ómoks First Nation Land Use Plans.
Home Lands - These lands are identified as the place for KFN housing and community uses. Accessory uses may
include member-owned businesses, KFN-owned businesses, recreation facilities, gathering spaces, and
administration offices.
Comprehensive Development Lands - These are lands that are identified as important enterprise sites that will
contain a mix of uses and support economic development initiatives for K’ómoks First Nation.
Market Housing/Commercial Lands- These lands are intended for the development of residential areas that will be
marketed to K’ómoks First Nation members and the wider community. These lands will also contain uses that are
accessory to the residential uses such as schools, community centres, small scale retail uses, home based businesses,
trails and park lands. This designation also contains a wide range of retail, office uses, and gathering spaces that mark
community focal points.
Industrial Lands - These lands include manufacturing or processing uses, energy generation, aquaculture processing,
light industrial uses such as storage or warehousing, and heavy industrial uses such as a sawmill or value added wood
processing. These uses are economic generators but also have the potential for conflict as they may causes noise,
aesthetic, or other perceived off site impacts with other land uses.
Agricultural Lands - These lands are areas where activities such as aquaculture, agriculture, and forestry will be
located. Trails and park space can also be contained on these lands.
Resource and Open Space Lands - These are lands that will be used for resource activities such as forestry, mining or
energy production. The designation also includes areas that are intended to be preserved as open spaces for cultural
activities, habitat and places where hunting, fishing, camping, harvesting, and gathering activities can proceed
unimpeded.
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4.4 Infrastructure
K’ómoks First Nation is committed to ensuring all members of the community are supported in the long term with
appropriate infrastructure (water, sewer, storm water and hydro) and services that meet the needs of current and future
populations.
Goals for Infrastructure
1. Maximize the efficient use of all infrastructure that is built to service development on K’ómoks First Nation lands.
2. Direct growth to areas where servicing can be efficiently supplied.
3. Plan for the long term.
Objectives for Infrastructure
1. Work cooperatively with adjacent local governments and provincial/federal organizations to address servicing issues
on KFN lands, including large scale projects (new sewer systems) and small scale projects (water pressure on
K’ómoks IR#1).
2. Partner with the City of Courtenay to extend water and sewer to Puntledge IR#2.
3. Develop a high level of knowledge on the costs and issues with servicing of KFN lands.
4. Explore options for green infrastructure including green energy options for heating and cooling buildings, lighting
sources, construction materials and techniques.
5. Protect water resources and ensure that any development recognizes the potential impacts on water supply for the
Comox Valley.
6. Investigate and provide costing data for infrastructure works (sea walls, breakwaters) needed to mitigate the
impacts of climate change, particularly for coastal areas.
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4.5 Governance
Community members support a system of governance that is fair and equitable. Post Treaty, the Nation will no longer be
under the Indian Act and will no longer be required to ask permission before making decisions. Once authority is
transferred to KFN, the government and people will be able to:
Make laws that apply to K’ómoks Treaty Lands and Kómoks people
Decide how to use and develop our land, sea, and freshwater resources
Collect taxes
Educate our children in ways that reflect our language and culture
Determine citizenship in our Nation
Care for our children in need, including providing foster care and adoption services
Preserve, protect, and develop our culture and language
Fish, hunt, and gather in the traditional way.
Ideally, everyone will feel like they are part of the Nation and accountable for doing their part in creating a better
community. Keeping members informed and part of governance is critical to community success. K’ómoks First Nation is
committed to keeping members informed and part of the decisions that shape the Nation.
Goals for Governance
1. Ensure that K’ómoks First Nation is widely recognized as a government with jurisdiction over our people, lands,
waters, and other matters by other local, provincial and federal government organizations.
2. Maximize the KFN benefits of Treaty and self-government by using the tools which treaty provides, including: law
making, ability to prioritize service delivery, and KFN control over budgets.
3. Be efficient and effective in all programming, projects, fiscal work and management activities.
4. Maintain open and transparent communications and accountability to the K’omoks Nation.

5. Ensure the strength of our youth is used, maintained and a part of KFN self-government.
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Objectives for Governance
1. Work with surrounding jurisdictions to develop protocol agreements and/or memorandums of understanding on
how each organization will share information, referrals, decisions, and work together for the betterment of all
communities.
2. Support youth and Elder involvement in decision-making through committees, community meetings and other
opportunities for participation.
3. Share all information relevant to members as soon as possible to ensure transparency and openness.
4. Develop new methods of sharing information in addition to the website and newsletter while continuing with
traditional methods (meetings, home visits, and discussions).
5. Ensure that all members both home and away are fully informed on what is happening at KFN.
6. Ratify a K’ómoks First Nation Constitution. This will be the highest form of law of K’ómoks First Nation post-Treaty.
Everything K’ómoks does under Treaty will be consistent with the K’ómoks First Nation Constitution.
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4.6 Environment & Wildlife
The goals and objectives around the environment and wildlife focus on minimizing or preventing the negative impacts of
human development on K’ómoks First Nation’s waters and lands. A high priority is given to understanding the impacts and
benefits of proposals with an eye to ensuring that the rights of future generations are well protected.
Goals for Environment and Wildlife
1. Ensure greater control and management of our environment and resources.
2. Establish jurisdictional responsibility for the K’ómoks Estuary by the K’ómoks First Nation.
3. Continue to work with nature in all aspects of life, land development, and community.
Objectives for Environment and Wildlife
1. Investigate an expanded role in leases and licensing on our lands and waters.
2. Develop a K’ómoks Estuary Management Plan that details the management of the estuarine environment.
3. Develop a Guardian Watchman program
4. Support watercourse restoration and repair activities within the traditional territory.
5. Work with agencies to prohibit the trophy hunting of mammals to obtain specific body parts. In addition, work with
agencies to educate the public on issues surrounding trophy hunting.
6. Support a moratorium on offshore oil and gas exploration, as well as a moratorium on tanker traffic in the Salish Sea.
7. Partner with local governments to prohibit the long-term accommodation of vessels in the K’ómoks Harbour.
8. Support the protection of any eagle, heron, and osprey nesting trees on any lands within the Plan Area.
9. Ensure all members are aware of human/wild animal interface issues and offer educational programs for dealing
with wildlife.
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4.7 Economic Development
K’ómoks First Nation is involved in a number of successful businesses and there are a range of opportunities currently under
consideration that will ensure a bright and prosperous future as K’ómoks First Nation moves toward greater self-sufficiency.
Goals for Economic Development
1. Assist individual members in achieving their economic development and employment goals.
2. Increase opportunities for training and mentorship for members, especially youth.
3. Seek new economic development activities that fit the culture, lands, and people of K’ómoks First Nation.
4. Shape a thriving economy that provides tax revenues, income, and long-term prospects for members and the
K’ómoks First Nation.
Objectives for Economic Development
1. Develop a 10 Year Economic Development Plan that is detailed and aligned with this CCP’s vision and values and
work diligently to implement this Plan over the ten year time frame.
2. As part of the Economic Development Plan, complete an economic scan of the Comox Valley to identify economic
development opportunities over the near term and long term.
3. Develop economic development activities that support and build on our rights to lands and resources in our
traditional territory.
4. Assist members by working with agencies and partners on training programs, mentorships, personal
development programs, and economic development opportunities that are focused on the current and known
future job markets.
5. Encourage youth in their exploration of internship and mentorship opportunities.
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6. Assist members in developing individualized programs that set out a path and milestones for achieving career
and personal goals.
7. Explore new activities in forestry and gravel extraction by completing evaluations on all the lands and
establishing priorities that fit K’ómoks First Nations’ economic and environmental goals.
8. Expand K’ómoks First Nation shellfish aquaculture activities including vertically integrated activities such as
depuration and processing with a view to growing new opportunities and creating new employment for the
membership.
9. As economic development is essential to the sustainability of our community, ensure all members (home and
away) are kept informed of new opportunities.
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4.8 Sustainability
The word “sustainability” in this CCP holds a broad meaning:
Be careful with the development of the lands
Make sure that culture and language are part of everyday activities
Plan for climate change
Be ready for emergency events
Take care of each other and celebrate the achievements of members
Consider the needs of future generations in all decision-making.
As an example of the discussions on sustainability, community members talked about the need to integrate language and
culture into everyday life. While offering a language class is a good idea, some community members noted that using the
language is the best way to ensure it stays alive and spoken by a wide range of K’ómoks First Nation members.
The message we have heard clearly through this process is to not forget about taking a sustainable approach that “... meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Bruntland
Commission (1987) Our Common Future).
Goal for Sustainability
1. Meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
Objectives for Sustainability
1. Mitigate and adapt to the impacts of climate change.
2. Increase emergency preparedness to be ready for storm events or other weather and natural phenomena relating to
climate change.
3. Support ways of alternative energy production that makes sense for K’ómoks First Nation given its coastal location
and land holdings
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4. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions where reasonable options are available.
5. Require the consideration of sustainability initiatives in potential partnerships with outside agencies or developers.
6. Encourage the use of green infrastructure and technologies in residential, commercial, and industrial uses when
appropriate.
7. Encourage greater levels of self-sufficiency and security in food production through growing crops that fit with the
terrain and climate.
8. Support the integration of language into day to day activities, community events, meetings, and all communications.
9. Recognize the successes of our members.
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Appendix A: Charter of Responsibilities

I Can

We Can

I can help others in my community.
I can share it with my family.
I can ensure that any development fits with
the Plan.
I can do anything if I believe in myself.

We can help each other.
We can make the community a better place.
We can overcome any obstacle in style,
building on our past to our desired future.
We can do anything if we work together and
believe in our community.
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Appendix B: Priority Amenity List
Do you have it?
Yes
No
1. Recreation Centre



2. Multi-purpose Lacrosse
Pit



3. General store



4. Museum Displays



5. Band Office



Good

Condition
Average. Poor

Required?
Yes
No








6. New Admin. Building





7. Expanded Health Unit





8. Children’s Park





9. Hotel/Resort



10. Baseball Field





11. Cabins (Puntledge)





12. Waterslide



13. Golf Course



14. Healing/Cultural Centre



15. Gathering Centre



16. Youth/Elder Centre
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17. Conference Centre



18. Trails with info kiosks





19. Soccer Field





20. Hunting/Fishing retreat



21. Tribal Park



22. Gas Station



23. Mini-storage



24. Coffee Shop



25. Shuttle Service



26. Pay Parking



27. Casino



28. Nursing Home





29. Walking Trails





30. Internet Service





31. Cemetery
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Appendix C First Nation Vision Journey
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Page 1

Page 2

K’ómoks First Nation
3320 Comox Rd. Courtenay. BC, V9N 3P8
www.comoxbandtreaty.ca
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